
ESPANOL 1
  Sr. Bryant

Class Rules

Be Respectful 
 
 Pay Attention 
 
Participate
 
Stow away electronics

We all learn differently.
Students are expected to
actively participate in order to
increase comprehension, and
to acquire the words faster.

Say  
    & 
       Sign

Required 
Materials

zachary-bryant@scusd.edu             (916) 395-5090 ext 506803          Room T3

Hall 
Passes

2 passes per
quarter
 
Unused passes
can be redeemed
for extra credit

Grading Scale
90 -100   Advanced    A

80 - 89    Proficient    B
 

70 -79     Developing  C
 

60 - 69    Emerging     D
 

50 - 59    Beginning    F

GRADING CATEGORIES

You are confident and are reaching for the next
level.

Student Responsibilities

You consistently meet the standard without help from the teacher
and are ready to move on

You can meet the standard in familiar tasks and situations.
You know what to do to meet the standard
and can do some things, but need help accomplishing it.

You know what the standard is, but are confused and probably frustrated. 
 You need some help to get started!

Work Habits (60%) Test & Quizzes (40%)

Course Description
This class will focus on the acquisition of high
frequency structures, the most frequently used words
in a language, in Spanish. We will use these
structures in class discussions, stories, and cultural
expectations. You will be expected to recognize these
structures when you read or hear them, and in time,
be able to produce them in speech and writing.

  
Most of the class will be spent using Spanish, not
English, to help students acquire the language at a
higher rate. 

Be respectful of yourself, your teachers, your classmates, and your school.
Come to class prepared with the materials you need to do your work.
Pay attention to your teacher
Participate actively 
Ask questions when you don’t understand 

Academic Integrity is being honest and responsible with regard to your schoolwork.
 Most basically, it means that your work is your work, and anything that you have found somewhere else is credited to

its source. 
 Students will receive a non-negotiable “0” on any assignment in which academic integrity has been breached,

and will not be given an opportunity to redo the assignment.
  - You may not copy another student’s work or allow someone to copy your work.

 - You may not use online translators to write sentences or essays.
Students caught cheating will get a score of zero, a referral, and a phone call home.

Academic Integrity


